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Weekly Project Report
Risk Status Report
§

§

§
§

§

Last week I identified a new risk that I believe is at the core of the entire research,
namely that we don’t come up with a standardized & accurate method to weigh
rules. (Regardless of how much I like it) philosophy isn’t really my field of
expertise, and I don’t know how the academic approach has towards it. I don’t
know if we will be able to find papers on logic and such, or if that falls more into
mathematics. We may really be the first ones trying to find a “scientific”
categorization of logical rules (!), and we’ll have to be really careful.
Another new risk: as I started organizing my thoughts in a Research Design
Document, I started facing the risk of working from an entirely different paradigm.
When you’re inside a paradigm, you present one new discovery “standing on the
shoulders of giants”, but we have no giants to stand on, our assumptions (eg. that
raising PTL is a leverage point from a root cause) haven’t been proved and
accepted by the scientific community out there. I’ve come up with a couple ideas
for solutions, but it is important to keep that in mind.
A possible & simple solution for measuring the tool’s validity would be to claim
check made up lies, or facts accepted by scientific consensus.
Great news! I finally finished reading the entire FC WT Slack Channel. Jimmy
Wales seems to think very much in line with what we’re doing. I want to contact
him ASAP, I consider we’re getting close to the ideal point to contact him, and
preparing our first approach will be a priority of mine this week.
Last week I started following some relevant accounts on our new Twitter account,
but I haven’t tweeted anything yet. Looking forward to start doing that this week.

Schedule Status Report
§

This week I feel that I am behind schedule, because by this point I planned on
having everything needed for experiment 1 ready, but that’s not the case. Good
progress has been made, but I won’t consider the job done, until it is all clear and
without gaps on a document. I’ve started that document, and it is going well. I
expect once that is done for the first experiment, I won’t need as long for designing
the second one, so I hope to be able to complete that together with the tasks of this
week, by the end of this week.

§

§

I attribute the cause of this happening to the nature of our discovering work. I spent
one entire day having deep philosophical questionings that originated from
designing the hypotheses. That was necessary, but unexpected.
The training with the tool went amazingly well. The timing of doing that while
designing our hypotheses was perfect. Now I feel I really understand the tool, and
could even teach others how to use it.

Areas I need help on
§
§

§

Soon we’ll need to start working on the guidelines of how we’ll pick the FC articles
that we’re going to claim-check. That’s something we could think about together.
We planned that Jack will be the one who creates the online questionnaire. For this
I have some feedback based on the online questionnaires he did before starting with
this project. I haven’t posted that on the forum, but I definitely will this week!
Feedback on the Research Design document, once it’s finished, will be very
helpful!

Goals for the coming week
§ Finish Research Design documents for experiment 1 & 2
§ Work on 1st approach to Jimmy Wales
§ Start using our Twitter account
§ Post my feedback on online questionnaires on the forum
§ I still haven’t created a forum thread on the CC-accuracy project… my bad, I
was consumed into other things this last week.
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